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STATEMENT OF FACTS 
The following are undisputed facts: 
1. On August 22, 1983, Appellants were involved in an 
accident with an automobile owned by defendant, Porfidia Torres, 
and driven by defendant, Carmen I. Quilles. (R. 199, 266) 
2. That Appellants were riding their uninsured Honda 
motorcycle at the time of the collision. (R. 199, 266) 
3. That defendants, Torres and Quilles, were 
uninsured motorists, as defined by §41-12-21.1, Utah Code 
Annotated, at the time of the accident. (R. 199) 
4. That at the time of the accident, Bear River had 
issued an insurance policy to Spencer H. Hind and Judy R. Hind 
covering two automobiles. (R. 265) 
5. That the Honda motorcycle, which appellants were 
riding at the time of the accident, was not covered by that 
insurance policy, nor covered by any other insurance policy, 
issued by Bear River to Appellants. (R. 185-190) 
6. That the insurance policy covering the two 
automobiles owned by appellants fully complied with the Safety 
Responsibility Act, §41-12-21, et seq. Utah Code Annotated. 
(R. 199) 
7. That the insurance policy sold to appellants was 
intended to cover only the two described automobiles owned by 
appellants. (R. 185-190) 
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8. That the insurance policy issued to appellants 
covering the two automobiles owned by them contained the 
following exclusion: (R. 189) 
"Exclusion, This policy does not apply under Part 
IV: 
11
 (a) to bodily injury to an insured while 
occupying an automobile (other than an insured 
automobile) owned by the named insured or a 
relative, or through being struck by such an 
automobile; . . . " 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
Appellants' claim for relief, to say the least, is ill 
founded. The fundamental question presented by appellants1 
appeal is whether their claim for uninsured motorist benefits 
comes within the terms of Bear River's policy insuring 
appellants' two automobiles. 
Bear River issued a policy of insurance which 
designated the automobiles covered. Appellants paid a premium 
for each such automobile. Appellants, however, did not inform 
Bear River that they also owned a motorcycle; nor did appellants 
obtain insurance to insure their motorcycle. Appellants are 
asking this court to extend the uninsured motorist coverage of 
their automobile insurance to all other vehicles they own, 
including their motorcycle. Appellants want the benefit of 
insurance without having to pay any premiums for those benefits. 
The trial court correctly held that Bear River is not required to 
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provide uninsured motorist protection for the benefit of the 
appellants pursuant to the terms and provisions of its policy. 
The trial court further held that Bear River does not owe any 
obligation with respect to the claims for bodily injury and 
property damage arising out of appellants1 use of their uninsured 
motorcycle. The trial court also recognized that appellants were 
attempting to get a free ride and pass all responsibility for 
their action (or inaction) on Bear River. This court must also 
recognize this and affirm the trial court's decision. 
If this court concludes that appellants are entitled to 
a free ride, it must not allow them to invoke the doctrine of 
stacking to increase their benefits. Bear River has issued a 
policy of insurance to appellants which utilizes clear and 
unambiguous language to prevent stacking and to prevent double 
recovery. Therefore, if the court finds that appellants are 
entitled to uninsured motorist coverage for riding their 
uninsured motorcycle, it is submitted that pursuant to the terms 
of the policy, appellants cannot invoke the doctrine of stacking 
and that Bear River can offset any payments made to appellants. 
ARGUMENT 
POINT I 
THE TRIAL COURT DID NOT COMMIT A REVERSIBLE ERROR 
WHEN IT GRANTED BEAR RIVER'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT. 
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In reviewing a trial court's grant of a summary 
judgment in a contractual dispute, the Utah Supreme Court in Gump 
& Ayers Real Estate, Inc. v. Domcoy Investors, 733 P.2d 128-129 
(Utah 1987) recently held as follows: 
"Under well settled standards of review, we view 
the evidence before us in a light most favorable 
to defendants and uphold the summary judgment only 
if plaintiffs were entitled to judgment as a 
matter of law. Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, 
Rule 56(c). In construing contractual language, 
we need not defer to the trial court, Faulkner v. 
Farnsworth, 714 P.2d 1149 (Utah 1986) (Citation 
omitted) , but affirm the trial court so long as 
the contract terms are complete, clear and 
unambiguous. Colonial Leasing v. Larson Brothers, 
731 P.2d 483 (Utah 1986)." 
In the instant case, the terms of the contract are 
complete, clear and unambiguous. Appellants purchased insurance 
coverage from Bear River for their two automobiles. Appellants 
paid the premiums and Bear River issued the policies of 
insurance. This policy provided that uninsured motorist coverage 
does not apply: 
"to bodily injury to an insured while occupying an 
automobile (other than an insured automobile), 
owned by the named insured or a relative or 
through being struck by such an automobile.11 
There is no doubt appellants owned the motorcycle they 
were riding at the time of the accident. It is undisputed that 
appellants failed to purchase any insurance for their motorcycle 
from Bear River or any other insurance company. 
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What Appellants are really asking this court to do is 
to reward them for failing to purchase insurance on their 
motorcycle and to punish Bear River for issuing insurance on 
appellants1 two automobiles. The language of the contract 
between appellants and Bear River is complete, clear and 
unambiguous. The contract covered appellants1 two automobiles 
and clearly excluded other vehicles owned by them. For these 
reasons this court must affirm the trial court's decision 
granting Bear River's Motion for Summary Judgment. 
POINT II 
APPELLANTS ARE NOT ENTITLED TO COVERAGE UNDER THE 
UNINSURED MOTORIST PROVISION OF THE"POLICY ISSUED 
BY BEAR RIVER. 
Appellants claim they are entitled to uninsured 
motorist coverage under the policy issued to Bear River insuring 
their two automobiles. In support of their claim, they cite this 
court to Coates v. American Economy Insurance Company, 627 P. 2d 
91 (Utah 1981) and Allstate Insurance Company v. United States 
Fidelity & Guaranty Company, 619 P.2d 329 (Utah 1980). 
In Allstate the Utah Supreme Court concluded that ,fthe 
No-Fault Act, while ostensibly distinct from the Safety 
Responsibility Act, (§41-12-1, et seq.), expressly incorporates 
the provision of the latter act, (those setting out the 
'qualifications' of an insurance policy under that act) into its 
security requirements" Allstate Insurance Company v. United 
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States Fidel i ty & Guaranty Company, supra, at 332, This 
qualifying language, the court concluded, i s found primarily in 
§41-12-21. Id. 
In the i r brief on page 5 appellants s t re tch that 
conclusion and argue that §41-12-21.1 is also incorporated in the 
No-Fault Act. Appellants1 argument i s nei ther supported by the 
language of the No-Fault Act nor by the Utah Supreme Court 
opinions. 
Appellants continue along the wrong path by arguing 
that Coates also supports the i r claim. Appellants refuse to 
acknowledge the fundamental difference between Coates and the 
present case. F i r s t , in Coates the Utah Supreme Court was 
addressing issues concerning the No-Fault Act. Whereas the 
ins tant case concerns the Uninsured Motorist Act. Second, the 
insured in Coates was driving a motorcycle not owned by him. 
Bear River 's policy of insurance provides for insurance coverage 
for a non-owned dr iver , as in the Coates case. Bear River 's 
policy, as with a l l other insurance c a r r i e r s ' po l i c i e s , uniformly 
includes coverage for a non-owned vehicle or motorcycle operated 
by the insured, but they uniformly exclude coverage for an owned 
I t should be noted that §41—12—21(b)(1) requires that a l l l i a b i l i t y insurance 
designate by expl ic i t description or by appropriate reference a l l motor 
vehicles covered. The policy issued to Appellants by Bear River did not 
designate by description or appropriate reference their motorcycle because 
they failed to inform Bear River of the fact that they owned the motorcycle. 
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vehicle or motorcycle operated by an insured for benefits of 
coverage for which no premium was paid. The motorcycle that the 
plaintiff was driving was his own uninsured motorcycle. Id., at 
93. Based on these differences and upon this court's prior 
decisions, the trial court's decision granting Bear River's 
Motion for Summary Judgment must be affirmed. 
POINT III 
THE FACT THAT APPELLANTS WERE RIDING THEIR OWN 
UNINSURED MOTORCYCLE DOES NOT ENTITLE THEM TO 
UNINSURED MOTORIST COVERAGE UNDER BEAR RIVERTS 
POLICY OF INSURANCE: 
There is no question that Bear River issued a policy of 
automobile insurance providing various types of coverage, 
including uninsured motorist coverage to appellants. That 
insurance policy covered two automobiles owned by appellants, 
to-wit: 
1. 1972 GMC 3/4 pickup truck, ID No. 
TCE245502193, 
2. 1973 Cadillac Deville, ID No. 6D47R3G155465 
(R. 185) 
There is also no question that the uninsured motorist 
coverage provided by Bear River was in full compliance with 
§41-12-21.1, Utah Code Annotated, 1953. (R. 199) 
The purpose of this type of coverage has been defined 
as follows: 
"Clearly, the goal is to provide protection to a 
certain class of injured persons in the event of 
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physical injury to covered persons where 
circumstances dictate that no coverage exists for 
compensation of their injuries. 
It has been stated that uninsured motorist 
coverage was intended to provide financial 
recompense to innocent persons and dependents who 
are injured or killed because of the wrongful 
conduct of an uninsured motorist." Couch on 
Insurance, 2d (Rev. Ed.) §45: 624. 
The Uninsured Motorist Act was intended to cover all 
motor vehicles. The term "motor vehicles11 is defined in 
§41-12-l(e) as follows: 
flMotor vehicle means every self-propelled vehicle 
which is designed for use upon a highway, 
including trailers and semi-trailers designed for 
use with such vehicles (except traction engines, 
road rollers, farm tractors, tractor cranes, power 
shovels and well drillers) and every vehicle which 
is propelled by electric power obtained by 
overhead wires, but not operated upon rails." 
The coverage which was sold to appellants was in accord 
with said act (R. 199) and was intended to cover only the two 
described motor vehicles. (R. 185) Part IV of the insurance 
policy, Protection Against Uninsured Motorist Coverage, purchased 
by appellants, provides as follows: 
"Coverage J--Uninsured Motorists (damages for 
bodily injury) to pay all sums which the insured 
or his legal representative shall be legally 
entitled to recover as damages from the owner or 
operator of an uninsured automobile because of 
bodily injury, sickness or disease, including 
death resulting therefrom, hereinafter called 
'bodily injury1 sustained by the insured, caused 
by accident and arising out of the ownership, 
maintenance or use of such uninsured automobile; 
provided, for the purposes of this coverage, 
determination as to whether the insured or such 
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representative is legally entitled to recover such 
damages and if so the amount thereof shall be made 
by agreement between the insured or such 
representative and the company or, if they fail to 
agree, by arbitration." (R. 157) 
Clearly, the quoted coverage was intended to protect 
the appellants in the event they were injured in an accident 
involving an uninsured motorist. The quoted coverage, however, 
is subject to the following exclusion: 
''Exclusions. This policy does not apply under 
Part IV: 
(a) to bodily injury to the insured while 
occupying the automobile (other than an insured 
automobile) owned by the named insured or a 
relative, or through being struck by such an 
automobile; . . .ff (R. 157) 
There is no question that at the time of the accident 
the appellants were riding an uninsured motorcycle which they 
owned. By asking this court to set aside the judgment entered by 
the trial court, they are in essence, asking this court to reward 
them for their failure to purchase insurance for their motorcycle 
and to further reward them for riding an uninsured motorcycle on 
the streets of this state. 
Appellants in their brief on page 6 cite this court to 
cases holding that the term "automobile11 does not encompass 
"motorcycle", but the majority of the cases hold that the term 
"automobile" does encompass "motorcycle". See 46 ALR 4th, 765 
and cases cited therein. 
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In Brackett v. Middlesex Insurance Company, 486 A.2d 
1188 (Me, 1985), the insured was injured while riding his 
uninsured motorcycle. The insured, just like appellants, only 
purchased insurance for his automobile. In affirming the trial 
courtfs decision, denying the insured such coverage, the Supreme 
Judicial Court of Maine stated that: 
"Uninsured motorist coverage on one of a number of 
vehicles owned by an insured does not extend the 
benefits of such coverage, for no premium, to all 
other vehicles owned by that insured.11 
The obviously ludicrous conclusion of appellants1 
proposition that they are entitled to uninsured motorist coverage 
is best demonstrated by the following hypothetical case: A 
person could insure his automobile and then purchase an infinite 
number of motorcycles to be used by himself and/or others who 
fall within the definition of "insured11 under such insurance, and 
then that person could expect all such insureds to be entitled to 
uninsured motorist coverage if they are involved in an accident 
with an uninsured motorist while riding one of the many 
motorcycles. The mere thought of such an occurrence, shakes 
one's conscience and sense of fairness. Unless this court 
affirms the trial court's decision, insurance companies, like 
Bear River, who offer insurance in compliance with the laws of 
this state will be expected to insure not only the designated 
vehicles but, perhaps, an entire fleet of motorcycles. Insureds, 
like appellants, can then conceal the ownership of these 
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motorcycles because they will be insured even though they pay no 
premiums to insure their fleet of motorcycles. 
For these reasons, this court must affirm the trial 
court's decision granting Bear River's Motion for Summary 
Judgment. 
POINT IV 
THE UNDERLYING PURPOSE AND POLICY OF UNINSURED 
MOTORIST COVERAGE WILL BE DEFEATED UNLESS THIS 
COURT AFFIRMS THE TRIAL COURT'S DECISION. 
Uninsured motorist coverage is intended to protect 
innocent persons who are impaired by uninsured motorists. As the 
Utah Supreme Court recognized in Farmers Insurance Exchange v. 
Call, 712 P.2d 231-234 (Utah 1985) a legislative action in 
enacting minimal automobile insurance coverages reflects a public 
policy to protect innocent victims of automobile accidents. 
That public policy is contrary to appellants1 argument 
that the public policy is to protect persons who ride an 
uninsured motorcycle on the streets of this state. By driving 
their motorcycle without obtaining any insurance thereon, 
appellants remove themselves from the class of innocent victims 
intended to be protected by uninsured motorist coverage. By 
driving their motorcycle without any insurance, appellants joined 
the class of persons whom public policy was not intended to 
protect. Shipley v. American Standard Insurance Company, 185 NW 
238 (Neb. 1968). 
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Appellants may be victims, but they certainly are not 
innocent victims. They have not proffered, nor can they proffer, 
any excuse for their neglect of failing to insure their motor-
cycle. The only possible explanation for their neglect is that 
they hoped to defraud Bear River and to obtain coverage without 
paying any premiums. 
The laws of this state require appellants, as owners of 
a motorcycle, to purchase insurance for their motorcycle before 
driving it upon public roads. The laws of this state further 
provide that insurers, such as Bear River, provide certain types 
of coverage with certain minimum limits. The public policy 
underlying these laws is to protect innocent victims of 
automobile accidents. 
So long as the statutory law and public policy are not 
violated and insurer has the right to contract with an insured as 
to the risks it will and will not assume. Farmers Insurance 
Exchange v. Call, supra, at 233. 
Bear River has complied with the statutory law and the 
public policy requirements. If this court reverses the trial 
court's decision, Bear River will be the innocent victim and 
appellants will be rewarded for violating statutory law and 
public policy. 
POINT V 
APPELLANTS ARE NOT ENTITLED TO INVOKE THE DOCTRINE 
OF STACKING TO INCREASE THE AMOUNT OF THEIR 
RECOVERY. 
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Even if appellants are deemed insured under uninsured 
motorist coverage, they may not invoke the doctrine of stacking 
to increase the amount of their recovery. 
In construction and interpretation of insurance 
policies, the Utah Supreme Court has long subscribed to one of 
the cardinal rules of construction. That rule provides as 
follows: 
11
 If an insurance policy is ambiguous or uncertain, 
so that it is fairly susceptible to different 
interpretations, any doubt should be resolved in 
favor of insurance coverage.11 American Casualty 
Company of Redding Pennsylvania v. Eagle Star-
Insurance Company Ltd. , 5bi3 FTY3 731-734 (Utah 
T 5 _ _ 
The court continued by stating that: 
lfThe converse of this is also true: that unless 
there is some ambiguity or uncertainty, the policy 
should be enforced according to its terms." Id. 
The validity of this rule was reaffirmed by the Utah 
Supreme Court in St. Paul Fire and Marine Insurance v. Commercial 
Assurance, 606 P.2d 1206 (Utah 1980). 
The insurance policy in question provides as follows: 
"Limits of Liability. 
(a) The limit of liability for uninsured motorist 
coverage stated in the declarations as 
applicable to each person is the limit of the 
company's liability for all damages, includ-
ing damages for care or loss of services, 
because of bodily injury sustained by one 
person as a result of any one accident and, 
subject to the above provision respecting 
eacn person, the limit or liability stated in 
the declaration as applicable to each 
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accident is the total limit of the company's 
liability for all damages, including damages 
for care or loss of services because of 
bodily injury sustained by two or more 
persons as a result of any one accident." 
(emphasis added) 
Applying the cardinal rule of construction, and the 
reasoning expressed by the courts as cited below, it is 
respectfully submitted that Bear River's policy clearly and 
unambiguously limits liability for injury to two or more persons 
as a result of one accident under the uninsured motorist 
provision to the sum of $40,000,00. The mere fact that two 
automobiles are covered under the policy and that two premiums 
are paid (one premium for each automobile) does not warrant 
construing the policy to allow stacking. Given the terms 
employed in the "limits of liability" clause the ordinary and 
accepted meaning, it is incomprehensible how a reasonable person 
could interpret that clause in any other way than is suggested 
herein, i.e., stacking is not permitted under this policy.2 
The general rule with respect to the doctrine of 
stacking is stated in Appleman, Insurance Law Practice, §5106, 
"Thou Shalt Not Stack". A few of the decisions adhering to the 
rule against stacking, or accumulation of uninsured motorist 
coverage, used the correct ruling, that is, the actual exposure 
2Although not applicable to the instant case, Section 31A-22-305(6), Uninsured 
Motorist Coverage, which was enacted by the Utah State Legislature in 1986, 
expressly prohibits stacking. 
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of an insurer multiplied by the number of vehicles. Different 
persons will be driving them on different occasions and the risk 
is thereby multiplied, so that separate coverage must be carried 
on each, whenever that particular vehicle is used. 
In Blansett v. American Employees Insurance Company, 
652 F.2d 535 (5th Cir. 1981), the insured had purchased 
automobile insurance to cover seven vehicles. The insured 
suffered injuries in an accident with two uninsured motorists. 
The court held that insured was limited to $10,000.00, the policy 
limit. The court based its holding upon the language of the 
policy. The policy in question limited insurer's liability to 
$10,000.00 each person and specifically limited liability to said 
amount regardless of the number of vehicles to the policy 
applied. Ici. at 536-536. 
Another court, in Hampton v. Allstate Insurance 
Company, 616 P.2d 778 (Ariz. 1980), the insured had purchased one 
automobile insurance policy to cover his three automobiles. The 
policy contained an express limit to the insurer's liability 
under the uninsured motorist coverage. The court recognized that 
various jurisdictions had reached different conclusions; but, 
rejected the insured's argument that he should be able to stack 
the coverage. To support its conclusion, the court stated: 
"When all the provisions of the policy are 
considered, it clearly limits Allstatefs liability 
for damages to any one person as a result of one 
accident under the uninsured motorist provisions 
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to the sum of $15,000.00 and the fact that three 
of the vehicles are described and three premiums 
charged, does not warrant construing the policy to 
allow stacking.11 I^d. at 780. 
The court also rejected the insured's public policy by 
citing State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company v. 
Williams, 600 P.2d 759 (Ariz. 1979). In the Williams case the 
court, in no uncertain terms, exposed the fallacy of the public 
policy argument by stating as follows: 
"This has great populous appeal, but overlooks 
what risk was being insured against and what the 
insurance contract provided. Under these 
policies, each automobile was insured and it is 
theoretically possible that at one given moment 
all three vehicles could be operating and in three 
individual accidents, be struck by three uninsured 
motorists. In such case each operator would have 
$10,000.00 coverage under each policy. This was 
the risk insured against and this is what the 
premium was paid for. Under the terms of the 
policy, the risk insured and the premium received 
was not to afford coverage of $30,000.00 for one 
accident." W.. at 763. 
Other jurisdictions have also held that the payment of 
multiple premiums was not determinative of an insured1s right to 
multiple insured motorist coverages in a policy covering more 
than one vehicle owned by an individual. See Nenke v. County 
Mutual Insurance Company, 401 NE 2d. 539 (IL 1980); State Farm 
Fire and Casualty Company v. Short, 603 SW 2d 496 (KY 1980); 
Grimes v. Concord General Mutual Insurance Company, 422 A.2d 1313 
(NH 1980); Indiana Insurance Company v. Ivers, 395 NE 2d 820 
(IN 1979); and Castle v. United Pacific Insurance Company, 448 
P.2d 357 (OR 1968). 
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Based on this overwhelming majority appellants must not 
be allowed to invoke the doctrine of stacking to increase their 
recovery, if this court determines that they are entitled to 
recover at all. 
POINT VI 
THE INSURANCE POLICY AT ISSUE PERMITS BEAR RIVER 
TO REDUCE ITS LIABILITY UftDER THE UNINSURED 
MOTORISTS COVERAGE BY ALL SUMS PAID UNDER OTHER 
AVAILABLE COVERAGES. 
The policy purchased by appellants contained the 
following limits of liability: 
"(b) Any amount payable under the terms of this 
Part because of bodily injury sustained in an 
accident by a person who is an insured under this 
Part shall be reduced by 
(1) all sums paid on account of such bodily injury 
by or on behalf of (i) the owner of operator of 
the uninsured automobile and (ii) any other person 
or organization jointly or severally liable 
together with such owner or operator for such 
bodily injury including all sums paid under 
Coverage A, and 
(2) the amount paid and the present value of all 
amounts payable on account of such bodily injury 
under any workmen's compensation law, disability 
benefits law or any similar law. 
(c) Any payment made under this Part to or for any 
insured shall be applied in reduction of the 
amount of damages which he may be entitled to 
recover from any person insured under Coverage A. 
(d) The company shall not be obligated to pay 
under this coverage that part of the damages which 
the insured may be entitled to recover from the 
owner or operator of an uninsured automobile which 
represents expenses for medical services paid or 
payable under Part II." (R. 157) 
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In the instant case, Bear River has paid insured 
pursuant to the terms of said policy. Applying the general rule 
regarding clear and unambiguous language of a policy, it is 
submitted that Bear River, by means of the provision quoted, has 
reduced its liability by the amount of any sums paid to 
appellants, pursuant to the other coverages of the policy in 
question. 
Bear River is aware that the Utah Supreme Court has 
held that: 
"Any attempt to reduce the amount specified (in 
§41-12-21.1 and §41-12-5) would be contrary to the 
statute." Thamert v. Continental Casaulty 
Company, 621 P.2d 702-704 (1980). 
It is hereby submitted, however, that the insurance 
policy in question is neither contrary to said statute nor public 
policy. 
The Utah Legislature, in adopting the legislation 
requiring automobile insurance policies to offer uninsured 
motorist coverage has attempted to put an injured insured in the 
same financial position that he would have been in had the 
tortfeasor been insured. To achieve this goal, the legislature 
has mandated that such coverage must have protection in amounts 
of not less than $20,000 per person and $40,000 per occurrence. 
The statute only mandates that an insurer may not issue 
a policy of motor vehicle liability insurance without a provision 
for uninsured motorist protection. The statute, however, does 
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not mandate that the insured purchase such coverage. An insured 
is afforded the opportunity to reject such coverage. Id. at 705. 
In this case the insured exercised his statutory right to 
partially reject the uninsured motorist protection by exercising 
his freedom to contract and limit the uninsured motorist coverage 
by a sum equal to other benefits. Id. 
The proposition, permitting a setoff pursuant to the 
quoted limits of liability clause asserted herein, has been 
adopted by courts of other jurisdictions. See Robinson v. 
Allstate Insurance Company, 267 So. 2d 257 (La. 1972), insurer 
could deduct from $5,000 coverage the sum of $2,000 which had 
been paid under medical payments coverage; Hackman v. American 
Mutual Liability Insurance Company, 261 A.2d 433 (N.H. 1970), the 
court upheld a limiting clause where insured's recovery of 
benefits was as complete as the uninsured motorist statute 
contemplated; Sullivan v. Dairyland Insurance Company, 649 P.2d 
1357 (Nv. 1982), setoff clause requiring insured to repay 
benefits received under policy's medical expense coverage out of 
recovery made under policy's uninsured motorist coverage was 
valid since it operated to prevent double recovery; and State 
Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company v. Summerholder, 671 
P.2d 1194 (Or. 1983), where insurer was entitled to offset 
personal injury protection benefits paid under one policy against 
liability limits available under a second policy. 
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The limit of liability quoted above satisfies two major 
goals of the uninsured motorist coverage. First, it assures that 
an insured will receive no less than the statutory limits. 
Second it prevents the insured from recovering twice for the same 
injury. In this case, the parties expressed their intent to be 
bound by the statutory limit. To deny the setoff for the amount 
paid to the appellants would contradict, that which the parties 
intended, and would afford appellants a double recovery, 
something which the law avoids. Therefore, if the court finds 
that appellants are entitled to the coverage provided under the 
uninsured motorist provision, it is submitted, that Bear River 
must be afforded the opportunity to offset from the benefits 
under such coverage, any amounts paid to appellants pursuant to 
other provisions of the policy in question. 
CONCLUSION 
Appellants are asking the court to extend the insurance 
they purchased for their two automobiles to cover their 
motorcycle. Appellants chose to drive their motorcycle on the 
streets of this state without insuring it. In essence, 
appellants are asking to be rewarded by this court, for breaking 
the law, i.e. failing to insure their motorcycle. Appellants 
cannot reasonably argue that they expected their automobile 
insurance to also cover their motorcycle. Affording the 
appellants the relief they seek would open a "pandora's box11 that 
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must remain closed. 
Appellants must also be denied their request to stack 
the uninsured motorist coverage. The language of the policy is 
clear and unambiguous with respect to Bear River's liability. In 
the absence of ambiguous language, this court must enforce the 
policy according to its terms and provisions. 
Finally, the policy clearly limits Bear River's 
liability by affording an offset of the uninsured motorist 
benefits for any benefits paid under other coverages. 
For all of the foregoing reasons, and based upon 
applicable law, Bear River respectfully requests that this court 
affirm the trial court's decision and dismiss appellants' appeal. 
Respectfully submitted this //p day of July, 1987. 
JENSEN, DUFFIN, DIBB & JACKSON 
/ 
Thomas A. Duffin^ 
Attorney for Bear River Mutual 
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I certify that I mailed four copies of the foregoing 
Brief to the following parties by placing a true copy thereof in 
an envelope addressed to: 
Frederick N. Green 
Attorney for Appellants 
528 Newhouse Building 
10 Exchange Place 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
postage prepaid, this /fa day of July, 1987. 
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ADDENDUM 
Order and Judgment 
Insurance Policy 
Uninsured Motorists Coverage Statute, §41-12-21.1, Utah Code 
Annotated, 1953 
§41-12-21, Utah Code Annotated 
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JAN 2 1987 
THOMAS A. DUFFIN (0927) 
JENSEN, DUFFIN, DIBB & JACKSON 
Attorneys for Intervening Defendant 
311 South State, Suite 380 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: 531-8020 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT, IN AND FOR 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
SPENCER J. HIND and ) 
JUDY R. HIND, : 
Plaintiffs, ] 
vs. ; 
CARMEN I. QUILLES aka ] 
CARMEN GOMEZ QUILLES and ] 
PROFIDIA TORRES, 
Defendants, ] 
BEAR RIVER MUTUAL : 
INSURANCE COMPANY, ] 
Intervening Plaintiff.] 
ORDER AND JUDGMENT 
> Civil No. G^n-394— 
) (Judge Frank G. Noel) 
! £ ? ^ J ? # > 
The above entitled matter having come on regularly for 
hearing before the Honorable Jay E. Banks, one of the judges of 
the above entitled court, on the 25th day of November, 1985, on 
the motion of Bear River Mutual Insurance Company, Intervening 
Plaintiff, for Summary Judgment. Thomas A. Duffin appearing for 
and on behalf of Intervening Plaintiff, Bear River Mutual 
Insurance Co., and Frederick N. Green appearing for and on behalf 
of plaintiffs, Spencer H. Hind and Judy R. Hind, whereupon the 
OGOS64 
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court having heard the respective arguments of the parties and 
having further examined the insurance policy of Intervening 
Plaintiff, the deposition of plaintiffs, the memoranda filed by 
counsel, the affidavit of Mindy Starley of Bear River Mutual, and 
having taken the matter under advisement and having found that 
there is no genuine issue of fact to be submitted to a trial 
court on the contract of insurance between intervening plaintiff, 
Bear River Mutual Insurance Company, and plaintiffs, Spencer H. 
Hind and Judy R. Hind. The matter having been submitted, the 
court now concludes that the Intervening Plaintiff, Bear River 
Mutual Insurance Company, is entitled to a judgment as a matter 
of law. 
Now, therefore, on motion of Thomas A. Duffin, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that the 
Intervening Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment is in all 
respects granted and plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment is 
denied. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the intervening plaintiff, 
Bear River Mutual Insurance Company, on its policy issued to the 
plaintiffs, Spencer H. Hind and Judy R. Hind, on the 22nd day of 
August, 1983, on their 1970 GMC 3/4 ton Pickup truck and 1973 
Cadillac, is not required to provide uninsured motorist protec-
tion for the benefit of the plaintiffs pursuant to the terms and 
provisions of its policy and does not owe any obligation of 
-3-
defense or payment with respect to the claims for bodily injury 
and property damage arising out of the use of their motorcycle, 
on August 22, 1983, involved in an accident on August 29, 1983, 
with defendant, Carmen I. Quilles. ^~ {4<*)H 
Dated this ^ X day of 
BY THE COURT: 
JUDGE 
ATTEST 






Ilrar Sv- ilutual Susurau r "Inmpany 
AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE POU SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 
Part Two. This Declarations oaqe with "Policy Provisions-Part One" completes the below numbered item 
!P«l^w D«ri*/< 1 5 f l l A M STAN0A«0 TlU{ AT TMC A00«£SS jrOIICy rer iOO: QF THE NAM(D INSUttO AS STATCO MCIIIIW From 22 AUG 1983 to 22 FEB 1984 
DECLARATIONS 
:LICY C89637 DUPLICATE 
• HIND, SPENCER 
' 959 SOUTH LINCOLN STREET 
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84105 
jVamed ^rniured 
lAOORESS 
(Number & Street, Town, County & State) 
Occupation of the named insured is 
3. The insurance afforded is only with respect to such of the following coverages as are indicated by specific premium charge or charges. On each describedl 
owned automobile or any automobile acquired as a replacement thereof, the insurance afforded is only with respect to such coverages as are indicated for each) 
described automobile by specific premium charge or charges. The limit of the company's liability against each such coverage shall be as stated herein, subject 
to all the terms of this policy having reference thereto. 
SCOTT BRUDERER 
2019 LEONARD CIRCLE 
SANDY, UTAH 84Q7Q 
943-7453 fcgent 
Address Town and State 
4
- Description of the Automobile and facts respecting its purchase by the Applicant: 
Make of Car No. 
Cyl. 
Tvpe of Body and 
Numbtr of Doors 





_Z2_ CMC 3/4 T PU TCE245502193 
*2 21. CAmi.lAC. nFVTT.T.K 6D47R3G155465 
•31 I 
Garage: The owned automobile will be principally garaged in the town or city designated in Item 1 above unless otherwise stated herein. 
Loss Payee: Any loss under Part III is payable as interest may appear to the named insured and <•.««. «~° »oo«ii—«*T«» . t l o « , 
Auto No. Memo Copy Issued 
•
 Y
« D N° 
|Seeloss Payable CUui«| 
on reverse side. 
COVERAGES LIMITS OF LIABILITY Car # 1 
PREMIUMS 
Car - 2 Car - 3 
Parti A Bodily Injury Liability 
( B Property Damage Liability 
,
 n thousand dollars each person 
2
 5 / 5 u thousand dollars each occurrence! 14 .00 
Part II ) C Personal Injury Protection 
15 thousand dollars each occurrence! 22 .00 
11 . 0 0 
0 (1) Comprehensive (excluding collision) (1) Actual Cash Value less J Dedl 
fart ill / E Collision 
Part IV 
(2) Personal Effects (Fire & Lightning) (2) $100 00 Any One Occurrence 
Actual Cash Value less $ OedT$ 
F Fire 6 Theft H Combined Add'l Actual Cash Value 
I Towing & Labor Costs $25.00 per Disablement 
J Uninsured Motorists 
(Bodily Injury Only) 
20 thousand dollars each person 










NOTICE: It is agreed that any Physical Damage Insurance afforded by the policy 
is subject to the following additional exclusions: 
(1) Stereo tapes and any tape holders or carrying cases are not covered 
in this policy. Stereo playing units are not covered in this policy unless 
installed as original equipment by factory or unless a premium charge is 
indicated above the Comprehensive premium. 
(2) This insurance does not apply to loss of. or damage to any sound re-
ceiving or sound receiving and transmitting equipment designed for use as 
a citizen's band radio, two-way mobile radio or telephone, or scanning 
monitor receiver, including any accessories and antennas, unless factory 
installed in an owned automobile. 
Total 
Each Car $ 47 .00 $ 47 .00 $ 
TOTAL ALL CARS $ 94.00 
6. This policy is issued on the basis that no insurer has cancelled or refused insur-
ance during the past 3 years 
•&aS£NC£ OF AN ENTRY MEANS NO EXCEPTION" 
Countersigned by-
Authorized Reorestntative 
AUTOMOBILE ~ - - ~ ~ — - 7 A 4153 
"(Phyifco! Damage) " "" ~ ""* ' 
."':~~7-:;~ - " "71 77lOSS PAYABLE "CLAUSE 
ll'.YSi' ..'-""' .': - . 1 :::. : 2^.•
 3 u : NAUA No. 51 ~ Edition, June, 1951 
" , - i - ci wi.rl.-i9ir:,i.. iny , j.ioer :,-»« pcUcy srci!' o* payable Ci interest -n'sy apcvjar to the .oss Pavee -amel in the Operations ana this 
• nt'/rance os to trte irterest or tne dciimem Lessor, Coraitianal Vencnr ar Mo'tgagee or Assign** of bailment Lessor Conaitional Vendor or Mort-
i c e * =h-'»;«> cai'ed 'he L-enholcer) shall ncr be invalidated by cry act or'-neglec? of the Lessee, Mortgcgcr or ' > n e ' of the within described 
•2"fOmobile nor by any change in. the title, or _awaership of" the property; prcvided, however tiiQi the conversion, ^mbeszlement or secretion by 
t*t« .Ltsje*.. Mortgagor cr Purchaser in possession of the pr^certy :nsu*ed under a bailment* leose^ conditional sole, mortgage or other encunv 
at&nz* »*. rt^j.;ov«f«a vflfle' >wch po'>cy»;-*n»ess *p«v^ka.t«y i«J4*>««a wgatn^f ona^ pre mix ,r> paid therefor; and pioviaed, also, »hot in case the Lessee. 
Mortgagor or Owner shall neglect to pay any premium due under such policy the- Lienholder shoil, on demand, pay the same. 
« J f ••* .;. ;<„' i A; \\ . j in j.I y t , - . i M ? r ; ! r / ft A 1 '* 
• ~ Provided also, that the Lienholder shall notify, "the company, of. any.change of ownership or increase of hozard which shall come to the 
knowledge oi said Lienholder and, unless permitted by "such policy,"ft sncH be noted thereon ord the Lienholder shall, on demand, pay the 
premium for such increosea hazard for the term of'the use hereof; otherwise such" policy shad be null and void. ' •* •: 
The company reserves th» right to cance? such poiicy. at-any time as provided by~ifs~ terms, but in such case the company "shall notify the 
lienholder when not less than ten days, thereafter -sucn cancellation shaLL be..effective as to. the interest of said Lienholder therein and the 
company shall hove the right, on like notice, to cancel this agreement. '•* -r - ,• 3 




*af»e r . 'n f e m and .menner ^i provided" by the. poiicy, end, further, shall be"subiecf to the provisions of the policy relating to opprcisal and 
time of pay merit, and or. bringing suit. 7._. ... . . . ... .-.__'. .._".J__: 
' W*- f - *v j r »he company shel! pay the Lienholder cr.y sum for loss or damage urdc.such policy and shall claim that, as to the Lessee, Mort-
gagor or Owner no trobtlity therefor existed, the company snail, to the extenf-of such payfient, be thereupon legally subrogated to all the rights 
of trt« pcrtv to whom such paymenrThoM be medeyunder all securities held as collateral to the debt, or may at its optionVpoy to the Lienholder -
the who!? principal d'je or to grow cive on the mortgage with interest and shatl thereupon receive o full assignment and transfer of the mortgage 
and "of all such other securities; but r»c subrogation sha'i impair the-right'of the Lienholder to recover the full amount of its claim. 
Nothing he'ein*contained, shall be neid to varv, alter, waive, or, extend any~oi.,the terms, conditions,'agreements or limitations of luch policy, 
Oth^r thnn as coo^f sto*^d. - • . -^-. . i i. .•***•!• L* '. , . - .» , . .1 . . . . . 
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NON-ASSESSABLE MUTUAL 
AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE POLICY 
Salt Lake City. Utah 
BEAR RIVER MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY 
(A Mutual Insurance Company, hereinafter called the company) 
Agrees with the insured, named in the declarations made a part hereof, in consideration of the payment of the premium and in reliance upon the statements in the 
declarations and subject to all of the terms of this policy.- DADT i IABII ITV 
Coverage A—Bodily Injury Liability; Coverage 8—Property Damage Liability. To pay on 
behalf of the insured all sums which the insured shall become legally obligated to pay 
as damages because of: 
A. bodily injury, sickness or disease, including death resulting therefrom, hereinafter 
called "bodily injury," sustained by any person; 
B. injury to or destruction of property, including loss of use thereof, hereinafter 
called "property damage"; 
arising out of the ownership, maintenance or use of the owned automobile or any non-
owned automobile, and the company shall defend any suit alleging such bodily injury or 
property damage and seeking damages which are payable under the terms of this 
policy, even if any of the allegations of the suit are groundless, false or fraudulent; but 
the company may make such investigation and settlement of any claim or suit as it 
deems expedient. 
Definitions. Under Part I-
"named insured" means the individual named in Item 1 of the declarations and als< 
includes his spouse, if a resident of the same household, 
"insured" means a person or organization described under "Persons Insured"; 
"relative" means a relative of the named insured who is a resident of the same household, 
"owned automobile" means 
(a) a private passenger, farm or utility automobile described in this policy for which 
a specific premium charge indicates that coverage is afforded, 
(b) a trailer owned by the named insured, 
(c) A private passenger, farm or utility automobile ownership of which is acquired the 
named insured during the policy period, provided 
(1) it replaces an owned automobile as defined in (a) above, or 
Supplementary Payments. To pay, in addition to the applicable limits of liability-
(a) all expenses incurred by the company, all costs taxed against the insured in any 
such suit and all interest on the entire amount of any judgment therein which 
accrues after entry of the judgment and before the company has paid or tendered 
or deposited in court that part of the judgment which does not exceed the limit of 
the company's liability thereon-. 
(b) premiums on appeal bonds required in any such suit, premiums on bonds to release 
attachments for an amount not in excess of the applicable limit of liability of this 
policy and the cost of bail bonds required of the insured because of accident or 
traffic law violation arising out of the use of an automobile insured hereunder not 
to exceed $100 per bail bond, but without any obligation to apply for or furnish 
any such bonds 
(c) expenses incurred by the insured for such immediate medical and surgical relief to 
others as shall be imperative at the time of an accident involving an automobile 
insured hereunder and not due to war; 
all reasonable expenses, other than loss of earnings, incurred by the insured at 
the company's request 
Persons Insured. The following are insured under Part I-
\a) with respect to the owned automobile, 
(1) the named insured and any resident of the same household, 
(2) any other person using such automobile with the permission of the named in-
sured provided his actual operation or (if he is not operating) his other actual 
use thereof is within the scope of such permission, and 
(3) any other person or organization but only with respect to his or its liability 
because of acts or omissions of an insured under (a) (1) or (2) above. 
(b) with respect to a non-owned automobile, 
(1) the named insured, 
(2) any relative but only with respect to a private passenger automobile or trailer 
provided his actual operation or (tt he is not operating) the other actual use 
thereof is with the permission, or reasonably believed to be with the permis 
sion, of the owner and is withm the scope of such permission, and 
(3) any other person or organization not owning or hiring the automobile, but 
only with respect to his or its liability because of acts or omissions of an 
insured under (b) (1) or (2) above 
The insurance afforded under Part I applies separately to each insured against whom 
claim is made or suit is brought, but the inclusion herein of more than one insured 
shall not operate to increase the limits of the company s liability 
(2) the company insured all private passenger, farm and utility automobiles own 
ed by the named insured on the date of such acquisition and the named in-
sured notifies the company within 30 days and during the policy period of 
such acquisition of his election to make this and no other policy issued by the 
company applicable to such automobile, or 
(d) a temporary substitute automobile, 
"temporary substitute automobile" means any automobile or trailer, not owned by 
the named insured, while temporarily used with the permission of the owner as a sub 
stitute for the owned automobile or trailer whenwithdrawn from normal use because 
of its breakdown repair servicing, loss or destruction. 
"non-owned automobile" means an automobile or trader not owned by or furnished 
for the regular use of either the named insured or any relative other than a temporary 
substitute automobile 
"private passenger automobile" means a four wheel private passenger, station wagon 
or jeep type automobile. 
"farm automobile" means an automobile of the truck type with a load capacity of 
fiheen hundred pounds or less not used for business or commercial purposes other 
than farming; 
"utility automobile" means an automobile, other than a farm automobile, with a load 
capacity of fifteen hundred pounds or less of the pick-jyp body, sedan delivery or panel 
truck type not used for business or commercial purposes, 
"trailer' means a trailer designed for use with a private passenger automobile, if not 
being used for business or commercial purposes with other than a private passenger, 
farm or utility automobile, or a farm wagon or farm implement while used with a farm 
automobile; 
"automobile business" means the business or occupation of selling, repairing, servic-
ing, storing or parking automobiles; 
"us*" of an automobile includes the loading and unloading thereof 
"war" means war, whether or not declared, civil war, insurrection, rebellion or revo-
lution, or any act or condition incident to any of the foregoing 
Exclusions. This policy does not apply under Part I: 
(a) to any automobile while used as a public or livery conveyance, but this exclusion 
does not apply to the named insured with respect to bodily injury or propert1 
damage which results from the named insured's occupancy of a non-owned auto 
mobile other than as the operator thereof; 
(b) to bodily injury or property damage caused intentionally by or at the direction o 
the insured; 
to bodily injury or property damage with respect to which an insured under this 
policy is also an insured under a nuclear energy liability policy issued by 
Nuclear Energy Liability Insurance Association, Mutual Atomic Energy Liability 
Underwriters or Nuclear Insurance Association of Canada, or would be an insured 
under any such policy but for its termination upon exhaustion of its limit of 
liability; 
to bodily injury or property damage arising out of the operation of farm machinery; 
to bodily injury to any employee of the insured arising out of and in the course of 
(1) domestic employment by the insured, if benefits therefor are in whole or in 
part either payable or required to be provided under any workmen's compensation 
law, or (2) other employment by the insured; 
to bodily injury to any fellow employee of the insured injured In the course of his 
employment if such injury arises out of the use of an automobile in the business 
of his employer, but this exclusion does not apply to the named insured with 
respect to injury sustained by any such fellow employee; 
to an owned automobile while used by any person while such person is employed 
or otherwise engaged in the automobile business, but this exclusion does not apply 
to the named insured, a resident of the same household as the named insured, a 
partnership in which the named insured or such resident is a partner, or any 
partner, agent or employee of the named insured, such resident or partnership; 
to a non-owned automobile while maintained or used by any person while such 
person is employed or otherwise engaged in (1) the automobile business of the 
insured or of any other person or organization, (2) any other business or occupation 
of the insured, but this exclusion (h) (2} does not apply to a private passenger auto-
mobile operated or occupied by the named insured or by his private chauffeur or 
domestic servant or a trailer used therewith or with an owned automobile; 
to injury to or destruction of (1) property owned or transported by the insured or 
(2) property rented to or in charge of the insured other than a residence or 
private garage; 
to the ownership, maintenance, operation, use, loading or unloading of an automo-
bile ownership of which is acquired by the named insured during the policy period 
or any temporary substitute automobile therefor, if the named insured has pur-
chased other automobile liability insurance applicable to such automobile for 
which a specific premium charge has been made 
Financial Responsibility Laws. When this policy is certified as proof of financial respon-
sibility for the future under the provisions of any motor vehicle financial responsibility 
law, such insurance as is afforded by this policy for bodily injury liability or for prop-
erty damage liability shall comply with the provisions of-such law to the extent of the 
coverage and limits of liability required by such law, but in no event in excess of the 
limits of liability stated in this policy. The insured agrees to reimburse the company 
for any payments made by the company which it would not have been obligated to 
make under the terms of this policy except the agreement contained in this 
Earagraph, imrts of Liability. The limit of bodily injury liability stated in the declarations as 
applicable to "each person" is the limit of the company's liability for all damages, 
including damages tor care and loss of services, arising out of bodily injury sustained 
by one person as the result of any one occurrence; the limit of such liability stated 
in the declarations as applicable to "each occurrence" is, subject to the above provi-
sion respecting each person, the total limit of the company's liability for ail such dam-
ages arising out of bodily injury sustained by two or more persons as the result of 
any one occurrence 
The limit of property damage liability stated in the declarations as applicable to 
"each occurrence" is the total limit of the company's liability for all damages arising 
out of or injury to or destruction of all property of one or more persons or organiza-
tions, including the loss of use thereof, as the result of any one occurrence 
Other insurance. If the insured has other insurance against a loss covered by Part I 
of this policy the company shall not be liable under this policy for a greater proportion 
of such loss than the applicable limit of liability stated in the declarations bears to 
the total applicable limit of liability of ail valid and collectible insurance against such 
loss, provided, however, the insurance with respect to a temporary substitute auto 
mobile or non owned autamobile shall be excess insurance over any other valid and 
collectible insurance. 
PART II - PERSONAL INJURY PROTECTION 
SECTION I 
SECTION I 
PERSONAL INJURY PROTECTION COVERAGE 
The Company will pay personal injury protection benefits to or on behalf of each eligible 
injured person for: 
ia) medical expenses, b) work loss, c) funeral expenses, and d) survivor loss 
with respect to bodily injury sustained by an eligible injured person caused by an 
accident involving the use of a motor vehicle as a motor vehicle. 
Exclusions 
This coverage does not apply: 
(a) to bodily injury sustained by any person while occupying a motor vehicle which 
is ownea by the named insured and which is not an insured motor vehicle: 
(b) to bodily injury sustained by the named insured or any relative while occupying 
a motor vehicle which is owned by a relative and for which the security required 
by the Utah Automobile No-Fault Insurance Act is not in effect; 
(c) to bodily injury sustained by any person while operating the insured motor vehicle 
without the express or implied consent of the insured or while not in lawful posses-
sion of the insured motor vehicle; 
(d) to bodily injury sustained by any person injured while occupying or, while a pedes-
trian through the use of any motor vehicle, other than the insured motor vehicle, 
for which the security required under the Utah Automobile No-Fault Insurance Act 
is in effect; 
(e) to bodily injury sustained by any person, if such person's conduct contributed to 
his injury under either of the following circumstances; 
(1) causing injury to himself intentionally, or 
(2) while committing a felony; 
(0 to bodily injury sustained by any person arising out of the use of any motor vehicle 
while located for use as a residence or premises; 
(g) to bodily injury due to war, whether or not deel""'•"*, civil war, insurrection, rebellion 
or revolution, or to any act or condition inciden ny of the foregoing; 
(h\to bodily injury resulting from the radioactive, ..^ic, explosive or other hazardous 
,. properties of nuclear material, 
(i) to ffodily injury to any person who is entitled to payments or benefits under the 
provisions ot Utah's Workmen's Compensation Law. 
Definitions 
• When used in reference to this coverage: "bodily injury" means bodily injury, sickness 
* ur disease, including death resulting therefrom; "~,;"ible injured person means 
(a) the named insured or any relative who > ns bodily injury caused by an 
accident involving the use of any motor vehii .;, 
(b) any other person who sustains bodily injury caused by an accident while 
(1) occupying the insured motor vehicle with the consent of the insured or 
(2) occupying any other motor vehicle, other than a public or livery conveyance, 
operated by the named insured or a relative, or 
(3) a pedestrian if the accident involves the use of the insured motor vehicle, 
"funeral expenses" means funeral, burial or cremation expenses incurred; 
"insured" means the named insured, the spouse or other relative of the named insured 
who resides in the same household as the named insured, including those who usually 
make their home in the same household but temporarily live elsewhere, or any person 
using the described motor vehicle with the permission, either expressed or implied, 
of the owner, 
"insured motor vehicle" means a motor vehicle with respect to which 
(a) the bodily injury liability insurance of the policy applies and for which a specific 
premium is charged, and 
(b) the named insured is required to maintain security under the provisions of the 
Utah Automobile No-Fault Insurance Act; 
"medical expenses" means the reasonable expenses incurred for necessary medical, 
surgical, x-ray, dental and rehabilitation services, including prosthetic devices, necessary 
ambulance, hospital, and nursing services, and any nonmedical remedial care and 
treatment rendered in accordance with a recognized method of healing; it does not 
include expenses in excess of those for a semi-private room, unless more intensive 
care is medically required. 
"motor vehicle means any vehicle of a kind required to be registered with the Division 
of Motor Vehicles of the Utah State Tax Commission under Title 41-1-19, Utah Code 
Annotated 1953 but excluding motorcycles; 
"named insured" means the person or organization named in the declarations; 
"occupying" means being in or upon a motor vehicle as a passenger or operator or 
engaged in the immediate acts of entering, boarding or alighting from a motor vehicle: 
"pedestrian" means any person not occupying or riding upon a motor vehicle, other 
than any person occupying or riding upon a motorcycle. 
"relative" means a spouse or any other person related to the named insured by blood, 
marriage or adoption (including a ward or foster child) who is a resident of the same 
household as the named insured, or who usuaiiy makes his home in the same household 
but temporarily lives elsewhere; 
"survivor loss" means compensation on account of the death of the eligible injured 
person; 
work loss" means (a) loss of income and loss of earning capacity by the eligible injured 
person during his lifetime, from inability to work during a period commencing three days 
after the date of the bodily injury and continuing for a maximum of 52 consecutive 
weeks thereafter, provided that if such eligible injured person's inability to work shall 
so continue for in excess of a total of two consecutive weeks after the date of the bodily 
injury, this three day elimination period shall not be applicable; and (b) a special dam-
ages allowance tor services actuary lenaered or expenses reasonaDiy incurrea for ser-
vices that, but for the injury, the injured person would have performed for his household 
commencing not later than three clays artsr the date cf the injury and continuing for a 
msYimnm nl 3fi5 riavs thereafter but if the nerson's inability to oerform these services 
Limits of Liability 
Regardless of the number of persons insured, policies or bonds applicable, claims made 
or insured motor vehicles to which this coverage applies, the Company's liability for 
personal injury protection benefits with respect to bodily injury sustained by any one 
eligible injured person in any one motor vehicle accident, ts limited as follows: 
1. the maximum amount payable for medical expenses shall not exceed $2,000; 
2. the maximum amount payable for work loss is 
(a) eighty five percent of any loss of gross income and earning capacity, not t 
exceed the total of $150 per week: 
(b) Not exceeding $12.00 per day for services actually rendered or expenses reason 
ably incurred for services that, but for the injury the injured person would hav~ 
performed for his household. 
3. the maximum amount payable for funeral expenses shall not exceed $1,000; 
4. the amount payable for survivor loss is $2,000 and is payable only to natural 
persons who are the eligible injured person's heirs; 
5. any amount payable by the Company under the terms of this coverage shall be 
reduced by the amount paid, payable, or required to be provided on account of 
such bodily injury 
(a) under any workmen's compensation plan or any similar statutory plan, other 
than Utah's Workmen's Compensation Plan. 
(b) by the United States or any of its agencies because of his or her being on 
active duty in the military services. 
(c) under any applicable deductible set forth in this endorsement or in the policy 
to which it is attached. 
Conditions 
A. Action Against Company. No action shall lie against the Company unless as a condition 
precedent thereto, there shall have been full compliance with all the terms of this 
coverage. 
B. Notice. In the event of an accident, written notice containing particulars sufficient 
to identify the eligible injured person, and also reasonably obtainable information 
respecting the time, place and circumstances of the accident shall be given by or 
on behalfof each eligible injured person to the Company or any of its authorized 
agents as soon as practicable. If any eligible injured person, his legal representative 
or his survivors shall institute legal action to recover damages for bodily injury against 
a person or organization who is or may be liable in tort therefor, a copy of the 
summons and complaint or other process served, in connection with such legal action 
shall be forwarded as soon as practicable to the Company by such eligible injured 
person, his legal representative, or his survivors. 
C. Medical Reports; Proof of Claim. As soon as practicable the eligible injured person 
or someone on his behalf shall give to the Company written proof of claim, under 
oath if required, inc lu^g full particulars of the nature and extent of the injuries 
and treatment receiv/ d contemplated, and such other information as may assist 
the Company in deter »ig the amount due and payable. The eligible injured person 
shall submit to physical and mental examinations by physicians selected by the 
Company when and as often as the Company may reasonably require. 
D. Subrogation. In the event of any payment under this coverage, the Company is 
subrogated to the rights of the person to whom or for whose benefit such payments 
were made, to the extent of such payments, and such person must execute and 
deliver instruments a** oapers and do whatever else is necessary to secure such 
rights. Such person s( i nothing after loss to prejudice such rights. 
E. Reimbursement and *.. ,i Agreement. In the event of any payment to any person 
under this coverage: 
1. the Company shall be entitled to the extent of such payment to the proceeds 
of any settlement or judgment that may result from the exercise of any rights 
of recovery of such person against any person or organization legally responsible 
for the bodily injury because of which such payment is made; and the Company 
shall have a lien to the extent of such payment, notice of which may be given 
to the person or organization causing such bodily injury, his agent, nis insurer 
or a court having jurisdiction in the matter; 
2. such person shall hold in trust for the benefit of the Company all rights of recovery 
which he shall have against such other person or organization because of such 
bodily injury; 
3. such person shall do whatever is proper to secure and shall do nothing after 
loss to prejudice such rights; 
4. such person shall execute and deliver to the Company instruments and papers 
as may be appropriate to secure the rights and obligations of such person and 
the Company established by this provision. 
F. Non-Duplication of Benefits; Other Insurance. No eligible injured person shall recover 
duplicate benefits for the same elements of loss under this or any similar insurance. 
In the event that an eligible injured person who is a named insured, a relative, 
or who is injured in an accident involving the use of an insured motor vehicle has 
other similar insurance available and applicable to the accident, the maximum 
recovery under all such insurance shall not exceed the amount which would have 
been payable under the provisions of the insurance providing the highest dollar limit,, 
and the Company shall not be liable for a greater proportion of any loss to which 
this coverage applies than the limit of liability hereunder bears to the sum of the 
applicable limits of liability of this coverage and such other insurance. In the event 
that an eligible injured person, other than a named insured, relative, or a person 
who is injured in an accident involving the use of an insured motor vehicle, has 
other similar insurance available and applicable to the accident, the coverage provided 
under this endorsement shall be excess over such other insurance. 
SECTION II 
In consideration of the coverage afforded under Section I and the adjustment of applica-
ble rates: 
(a) any amount payable under the Uninsured Motorists Coverage shall be reduced 
by the amount of any personal injury protection benefits paid or payable under 
this or any other automobile insurance policy because of bodily injury sustained 
by an eligible injured person: 
SECTION III 
The premium for the policy is based on rates which have been established in reliance 
upon the limitations on the right to recover for damages imposed by the provisions 
of the Utah Automobile No-Fauit insurance Act. In the event a court of competent 
jurisdiction declares, or enters a judgment the effect of which is to render, the provisions 
of such act invalid or unenforceable m whole or in part, the Company shall have the 
risht to recompute the premium payable for the policy and the provision of this 
quake windstorm hail water flood malicious mischief or vandalism not or civil 
commotion, or colliding with a bird or animal, shall not be deemed to be loss 
caused by collision. 
(2) To oay for loss caused by fire or lightning to robes, wearing apparel and other 
personal effects which are the property of the named insurea or a relative, while 
such effects are in or upon the owned automobile. 
Coverage E—Collision. To pay for loss caused by collision to the owned automobile 
or to a non-owned automobile but only for the amount of each such loss in excess 
of the deductible amount stated in the declarations as applicable hereto. The 
deductible amount shall not apply to loss caused by a collision with another auto-
mobile insured by the company. 
Coverage F—Fire, Lightning and Transportation. To pay for loss to the owned auto-
mobile or a non-owned automobile, caused (a) by fire or lightning, (b) by smoke or 
smudge due to a sudden, unusual and faulty operation of any fixed heating equipment 
serving the premises in which the automobile is located, or (c) by the stranding, 
sinking, burning, collision or derailment of any conveyance in or upon which the 
automobile is being transported. 
Coverage 6—Theft To pay for loss to the owned automobile or to a non-owned auto-
mobile caused by theft or larceny. 
Coveraf* H—Combined Additional Coverage. To pay for loss to the owned automobile 
or a non-owned automobile caused by windstorm, hail, earthquake, explosion, not or 
civil commotion, or the forced landing or falling of any aircraft or its parts or equip-
ment, flood or rising waters, malicious mischief or vandalism, external discharge or 
leakage of water except loss resulting from ram, snow or sleet whether or not wind-
driven; provided, with respect to each automobile $25 shall be deducted from each 
loss caused by malicious mischief or vandalism. 
Coverage I—Towing and Labor Costs. To pay for towing and labor costs necessitated 
by the disablement of the owned automobile or of any non-owned automobile, pro-
vided the labor is performed at the place of disablement. 
Supplementary Payments. In addition to the applicable limit of liability: 
(a) to reimburse the insured for transportation expenses incurred during the period 
commencing 48 hours after a theft covered by this policy of the entire auto-
mobile has been reported to the company and the police, and terminating when 
the automobile is returned to use or the company pays for the loss-, provided 
that the company shall not be obligated to pay aggregate expenses in excess of 
$10 per day or totaling more than $300. 
(b) to pay general average and salvage charges for which the insured becomes 
legally liable, as to the automobile being transported 
Definitions. The definitions of "named insured", ' relative", "temporary substitute 
automobile", "private passenger automobile", "farm automobile", "utility auto-
mobile", "automobile business", "war", and "owned automobile" in Part I apply 
to Part III, but "owned automobile" does not include, under Part III, (1) a trailer 
owned by the named insured on the effective date of this policy and not described 
herein, or (2) a trailer ownership of which is acquired during the policy period 
unless the company insures all private passenger, farm and utility automobiles and 
trailers owned by the named insured on the date of such acquisition and the 
named insured notifies the company during the policy period or within 30 days 
after the date of such acquisition of his election to make this and no other policy 
issued by the company applicable to such trailer. 
I U I mi c 
of *he named insured and within the scope of such Dermission (b) with resoect to 
a non-owned automobile, the named insured and any relative while using such auto-
mobile, provided his actual operation or (if he is not operating) the other actual 
use thereof is with the permission, or reasonably believed to be with the per-
mission, of the owner and is within the scope of such permission, 
"non-owned automobile" means a private passenger automobile or trailer not owned 
by or furnished tor the regular use of either the named insured or any relative, 
other than a temporary substitute automobile while said automobile or trailer is in 
the possession or custod/ of the insured or is being operated by him, 
"loss" means direct and accidental loss of or damage to (a) the automobile, incluu 
mg its equipment, or (b) other insured property, 
"collision" means collision of an automobile covered by this policy with another 
object or with a vehicle to which it is attached or by upset of such automobile, 
"trailer" means a trailer designed for use with a private passenger automobile, if not 
being used for business or commercial purposes with other than a private passenger, 
farm or utility automobile and if not a home, office, store, display or passenger trailer. 
Exclusions. This policy does not apply under Part III 
(a) to any automobile while used as a public or livery conveyances 
(b) to loss due to war; 
(c) to loss to a non-owned automobile arising out of its use by the insured while 
he is employed or otherwise engaged in the automobile business, 
(d) to loss to a private passenger, farm or utility automobile or trailer owned by the 
named insured and not described in this policy or to any temporary substitute 
automobile therefor, if the insured has other valid and collectible insurance 
against such loss, 
(e) to damage which is due and confined to wear and tear, freezing, mechanical or 
electrical breakdown or failure, unless such damage results from a theft covered 
by this policy, 
(f) to tires, unless damaged by fire, malicious mischief or vandalism, or stolen or 
unless the loss be coincident with and from the same cause as other loss covered 
by this policy, 
(g) to loss due to radioactive contamination; 
(h) under Coverage E, to breakage of glass if insurance with respect to such breakage 
is otherwise afforded. 
Limit of Liability. The limit of the company's liability for loss shall not exceed 
the actual cash value of the property, or if the loss is of a part thereof the 
actual cash value of such part, at time of loss, nor what it would then cost to 
repair or replace the property or such part thereof with other of like kind and 
quality, nor, with respect to an owned automobile described in this policy, the 
applicable limit of liability stated in the declarations, provided, however, the limit 
of the company's liability (a) for loss to personal effects arising out of any one occur-
rence is $100, and (b) for loss to any trailer not owned by the named insured is $500 
Other Insurance. If the insured has other insurance against a loss covered by Part 
III of this policy, the company shall not be liable under this policy for a greater 
proportion of such loss than the applicable limit of liability of this policy bears to 
the total applicable limit of liability of all valid and collectible insurance against 
such loss, provided, however, the insurance with respect to a temporary substitute 
automobile or non-owned automobile shall be excess insurance over any other valid 
and collectible insurance. 
PART IV - PROTECTION AGAINST UNINSURED MOTORISTS 
Coverage J-—Uninsured Motorists (Damages for Bodily Injury). To pay all sums which 
the insured or his legal representative shall be legally entitled to recover as damages 
from the owner or operator of an uninsured automobile because of bodily injury, sick-
ness or disease, including death resulting therefrom, hereinafter called "bodily 
injury," sustained by the insured, caused by accident and arising out of the owner-
ship, maintenance or use of such uninsured automobile, provided, for the purposes 
of this coverage, determination as to whether the insured or such representative is 
legally entitled to recover such damages, and if so the amount thereof, shall be 
made by agreement between the insured or such representative and the company or, 
if they fail to agree, by arbitration. 
No judgment against any person or organization alleged to be legally responsible 
for the bodily injury shall be conclusive, as between the insured and the company, 
of the issues of liability of such person or organization or of the amount of dam-
ages to which the insured is legally entitled unless such judgment is entered pur-
suant to an action prosecuted by the insured with the written consent of the company. 
Definitions. The definitions under Part I, except the definition of "insured," apply 
to Part IV, and under Part IV. 
"insured" means. 
(a) the named insured and any relative; 
(b) any other person while occupying an insured automobile, and 
(c) any person, with respect to damages he is entitled to recover because of bodily 
injury to which this Part applies sustained by an insured under (a) or (b) above. 
The insurance afforded under Part IV applies separately to each insured, but the 
inclusion herein of more than one insured shall not operate to increase the limits of 
the company's liability. 
"Insured automobile" means: 
(a) an automobile described in the policy for which a specific premium charge indi-
cates that coverage « afforded, 
(b) by a private passenger, farm or utility automobile, ownership of which is acquired 
by the named insured during the policy period, provided 
'1) it replaces an insured automobile as defined in (a) above, or 
J) the company insures under this coverage all private passenger, farm and utility 
automobiles owned by the named insured on the date of such acquisition and the 
named insured notifies the company during the policy period or within 30 days 
after the date of such acquisition of his election to make the Liability and Unin-
sured Motorist Coverages under this and no other policy issued by the company 
applicable to such automobrie. 
(c) a temporary substitute automobile for an insured automobile as defined in (a) or 
(b) above, and 
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(d) a non-owned automobile while being operated by the named insured; and the term 
"insured automobile" includes a trailer while being used with an automobile described 
in (a), (b), (c) or (d) above, but shall not include: 
(1) any automobile or trailer owned by a resident of the same household as the 
named insured, 
(2) any automobile while used as a public or livery conveyance, or 
(3) any automobile while being used without the permission of the owner 
"uninsured automobile" includes a trailer of any type and means. 
(a) an automobile or trailer with respect to the ownership, maintenance or use of 
which there is, in at least the amounts specified by the financial responsibility law 
of the state in which the insured automobile is principally garaged, no bodily injury 
liability bond or insurance policy applicable at the time of the accident with respect 
to any person or organization legally responsible for the use of such automobile or 
with respect to which there is a Bodily injury liability bond or insurance policy appli 
cable at the time of the accident but the company writing the same denies coverage 
thereunder, or 
(b) a hit-and-run automobile; 
but the term "uninsured automobile" shall not include* 
(1) an insured automobile or an automobile furnished for the regular use of the 
named insured or a relative, 
(2) an automobile or trailer owned or operated by a self-insurer within the meaning of 
any motor vehicle financial responsibility law, motor carrier law or any similar law, 
(3) an automobile or trailer owned by the United States of America, Canada, a state, 
a political subdivision of any such government or an agency of any of the fore-
going, 
(4) a land motor vehicle or trailer if operated on rails or crawler-treads or while 
located for use as a residence or premises and not as a vehicle, or 
(5) a farm type tractor or equipment designed for use principally off public roads, 
except while actually upon public roads. 
"hit-and-run automobile" means an automobile which causes bodily injury to an in-
sured arising out of physical contact of such automobile with the insured or with an 
automobile which the insured is occupying at the time of the accident, provided (a) 
there cannot be ascertained the identity of either the operator or the owner of such 
"hit-and-run automobile"; (b) the insured or someone on his behalf shall have report-
ed the accident within 24 hours to a police, peace or judicial officer or to the Com-
missioner of Motor Vehicles, and shall have filed with the company within 30 days 
thereafter a statement under oath that the insured or his legal representative has a 
cause or causes of action arising out of such accident for damages against a person 
or persons whose identity is unascertainable, and setting forth the facts in support 
thereof; and (c) at the company's request, the insured or his legal representative 
makes available for inspection the automobile which the insured was occupying at 
the time of the accident 
"occupying" means in or upon or entering into or alighting from. 
"state includes the District of Columbia, a territory or possession of the United 
States, and a province of Canada. 
Exclusions. This policy does not apply under Part IV: 
(a) to bodily injury to an insured while occupying an automobile (other than an insured 
automobile) Owned by the named insured or a relative, or through being struck 
by such an automobile; 
(b) to bodily injury to an insured with respect to which such insured, his legal repre-
sentative or any person entitled to payment under this coverage shalC without 
written consent of the company, make any settlement with any person or organ-
ization who may be legally liable therefor; 
(c) so as to inure directly or indirectly to the benefit of any workmen's compensation or 
disability benefits carrier or any person or organization qualifying as a self-insurer 
under any workmen's compensation or disability benefits law or any similar law. 
Limits of Liability. 
(a) The limit of liability for uinsured motorists coverage stated in the declarations as 
applicable to "each person" is the limit of the company's liability for all damages, 
including damages for care or loss of services, because of bodily injury sustained by 
one person as the result of any one accident and. subject to the above provision 
respecting each person, the limit of liability stated in the declarations as applicable 
to each accident" is the total limit of the company's liability for all damages, includ-
ing damages for care or loss of services, because of bodily injury sustained by two or 
more persons as the result of any one accident. 
(b) Any amount payable under the terms of this Part because of bodily injury sustained 
in an accident by a person who is an insured under this Part shall be reduced by 
(1) ail sums paid on account of such bodily injury by or on behalf of (i) the owner or 
operator of the uninsured automobile and (ti) any other person or organization 
jointly or severally liable together with such owner or operator for such bodily 
injury including all sums paid under Coverage A. and 
(2) the amount paid and the present value of ail amounts payable on account of such 
bodily injury under any workmen's compensation law. disability benefits law or 
any similar law. 
(c) Any payment made under this Part to or for any insured shall be applied in reduc-
tion of the amount of damages which he may be entitled to recover from any person 
insured under Coverage A. 
(d) The company shali not be obligated to pay under this coverage that part of the 
damages which the insured may be entitled to recover from the owner or operator of 
an uninsured automobile which represents expenses for medical services paid or pay-
able under Part II. 
Other Insurance. With respect to bodily injury to an insured while occupying an auto-
mobile not owned by the named insured, the insurance under Part IV shall apply only 
as excess insurance over any other simirar insurance available- to such insured and 
applicable to such automobile as primary insurance, and this insurance shall then 
apply only in the amount by which the limit of liability for this coverage exceeds the 
applicable limit of liability of such other insurance. 
Except as provided in the foregoing paragraph, if the insured has other similar 
insurance available to him and applicable to the acciden-t, the damages shall be 
deemed not to exceed the higher of the applicable limits of liability of this insurance 
and such other insurance, and the company shall not be liable for a greater propor-
tion of any loss to which this coverage applies than the limit of liability hereunder 
bears to the sum of the applicable limits of liability of this insurance and such 
other insurance. 
Arbitration. If any person making claim hereunder and the company do not agree that 
such person is legally entitled to recover damages from the owner or operator of an 
uninsured automobile because of bodily injury to the insured, or do not agree as to 
the amount of payment which may be owing under this Part, then, upon written 
demand of either, the matter or matters upon which such person and the company do 
not agree shall be settled by arbitration in accordance with the rules of the American 
Arbitration Association, and judgment upon the award rendered by the arbitrators may 
be entered in any court having jurisdiction thereof. Such person and the company 
each agree to consider itself bound and to be bound by any award made by the arbi-
trators pursuant to this Part. 
Trust Agreement. In the- event of payment to any person under this Part: 
(a) the company shall be entitled to the extent of such payment to the proceeds of any 
settlement or judgment that may result from the exercise of any rights of recovery of 
such person against any person or organization legally responsible for the bodily 
injury because of which such payment is made; 
(b) such person shall hold in trust for the benefit of the company all rights of recovery 
which he shall have against such other person or organization because of the damages 
which are the subject of claim made under this Part; 
(c) such person shall do whatever is proper to secure and shall do nothing after loss 
to prejudice such rights; 
(d) if reouested in writing by the company, such person shall take, through any repre-
sentative designated by the company, such action as may be necessary or appropriate 
to recover such payment as damages from such other person or organization, such 
action to be taken in the name of such person; in the event of a recovery, the company 
shall be reimbursed out of such recovery for expenses, costs and attorneys' fees 
incurred by it in connection therewith; 
(ei such person shall execute and deliver to the company such instruments and papers 
a« maw ho annrAnri*»a tn c«/Mir» the ritrhfc inti nhl iaat innc nf cnrh neriOfl And thft 
i . riiicy renoa, lerruory mis policy applies only to accidents occurrences and 
oss during the policy period while the automobile is within the United States of Amer-
ca its territories or possessions, or Canada, or is being transported between ports 
hereof 
2 . Premium If the named insured disposes of, acquires awnersh.p of c replavci 
i private passenger, farm or utility automobile or, with respect to Part III a trailer, 
my premium adjustment necessary shall be made as of the date of such change 
n accordance with the manuals in use by the company The named insured shall, 
ipon request, furnish reasonable proof of the number of such automobiles or trail-
ers and a description thereof 
1 . Notice In the event of an accident, occurrence or loss, written notice contain-
ng particulars sufficient to identify the insured and also reasonably obtainable infor-
mation with respect to the time, place and circumstances thereof and the names and 
ddresses of the injured and of available witnesses, shall be given by or for the in-
ured to the company or any of its authorized agents as soon as practicable In the 
vent of theft the insured shall also promptly notify the police If claim is made or 
uit is brought against the insured, he shall immediately forward to the company every 
emand, notice summons or other process received by him or his representative 
if, before the company makes payment of loss under Part IV, the insured or his legal 
epresentattve shall institute any legal action for bodily injury against any person or 
rganization legally responsible for the use of an automobile involved in the accident 
copy of the summons and complaint or other process served in connection with such 
»gal action shall be forwarded immediately to the company by the insured or his legal 
epresentative 
I . Two or More Automobiles—Parts I, II and III When two or more automobiles are 
isured hereunder the terms of this policy shall apply separately to each but an auto-
lobile and a trailer attached thereto shall be held to be one automobile as respects 
mits of liability under Part I of this policy, and separate automobiles under Part II) 
f this policy, including any deductible provisions applicable thereto 
». Assistance and Cooperation of the Insured—Parts I and III The insured shail 
operate with the company and upon the company s request, assist in making settle-
ents, in the conduct of suits and in enforcing any right of contribution or indemnity 
gainst any person or organization who may be liable to the insured because of bodily 
ijury property damage or loss with respect to which insurance is afforded under this 
olicy, and the insured .shall attend hearings and trials and assist in securing and 
iving evidence and obtaining the attendance of witnesses The insured shall not 
tcept at his own cost voluntarily make any payment assume any obligation or incur 
iy expense other than for such immediate medical and surgical relief to others as 
lall be imperat ve at the time of accident 
Part IV After notice of claim under Part IV the company may require the insuied 
» take such action as may be necessary or appropriate to preserve his right to re-
iver damages from any person or organization alleged to be legally responsible for 
te bodily injury and in any action against the company the company may require 
le insured to join such person or organization as a party defendant 
i Action Against Company—Part I No action shall lie against the company unless 
s a condition precedent thereto the insured shall have fully complied witn ail the 
rms of this policy nor until the amount of the insured s obligation to pay shall have 
Ben finally determined either by judgment against the insured after actual trial or by 
ritten agreement of the insured the claimant and the company 
Any person or organization or the legal representative thereof who has secured such 
dgment or written agreement shall thereafter be entitled to recover under this policy 
) the extent of the insurance afforded by this policy No person or organization 
Tall have any right under this policy to join the company as a party to any action 
gainst the insured to determine the insured's liability nor shall the company be 
ipleaded by the insured or his legal representative Bankruptcy or insolvency of the 
isured or of the insured s estate shall not relieve the company of any of its obliga 
ons hereunder 
Parts I I , I I I and IV No action shall lie against the company unless as a condition 
recedent thereto there shall have been full compliance with all the terms of this 
3hcy nor under Part III until thirty days after proof of loss is filed and the amount 
loss is determined as provided in this policy 
Medical Reports, Proof and Payment of Claim—Part It. As soon as practicable 
le injured person or someone on his behalf shall give to the company written proof 
f claim under oath if required and shall after each request from the company 
cecute authorization to enable the company to obtain medical reports and copies of 
cords The injured person shall submit to physical examination by physicians selected 
i the company when and as often as the company may reasonably require 
The company may pay the injured person or any person or organization rendering 
e services and such payment shall reduce the amount payable hereunder for such 
jury Payment hereunder shall not constitute an admission of liability of any person 
except hereunder of the company 
. Insured's Duties in Event of Loss—Part I I I . In the eyent of loss the insured shall 
) protect the automobile whether or not the loss is covered by this policy and any 
further (oss due to the insured s failure to protect shall not be recoverable under 
this policy reasonable expenses incurred in affording such protection shaii be 
deemed incurred at the company s request. 
) promptly notify the police if your car is stolen, 
) permit us to inspect and appraise the damaged property before its repair or disposal 
) file with the company within 91 days after loss his sworn proof of loss in such 
form and including such information as the company may reasonably require and 
shall upon the company s request, exhibit the damaged property and submit to 
examination under oath 
9 - Pr»of of Claim; Medical Reports—Part IV. As soon as practicable the insured or 
other person making claim shail give to the company written proof of claim, under 
oath if required, including full particulars of the nature and extent of the injuries, 
treatment, and other details entering into the determination of the amount payable! 
The insured and every other person making claim shall submit to examira* c-s u i d c 
oath by any person named by the company and subscribe the same, as often as may 
reasonably be required Proof of claim shaii be made upon forms furnished by the 
company unless the company shall have failed to furnish such forms within 15 days 
after receiving notice of claim 
The injured person shall submit to physical examinations by physicians selected by 
the company when and as often as the company may reasonably require and he, or in 
the event of his incapacity his legal representative, or in the event of his death his 
legal representative or the person or persons entitled to sue therefor, shail upon each 
request from the company execute authorization to enable the company to obtain 
medical reports and copies of records. 
1 0 - Appraisal—Part I I I . If the insured and the company fail to agree as to the 
amount of loss, either may, within 60 days after proof of loss is filed, demand an ap-
praisal of the loss In such event the insured and the company shall each select a 
competent appraiser, and the appraisers shall select a competent and disinterested 
umpire The appraisers shall state separately the actual cash value and the amount of 
loss and failing to agree shail submit thetr differences to the umpire An award in 
writing of any two shall determine the amount of loss The insured and the company 
shall each pay his chosen appraiser and shail bear equally the other expenses of the 
appraisal and umpire 
The company shall not be held to have waived any of its rights by any act relating 
to appraisal 
1 1 . Payment of Loss—Part III The company may pay for the loss m money, or may 
repair or replace the damaged or stolen property, or may, at any time before the loss 
is paid or the property is so replaced, at its expense return any stolen property to the 
named insured, or at its option to the address shown in the declarations, with payment 
for any resultant damage thereto or may take all or such part of the property at the 
agreed or appraised value but there shall be no abandonment to the company The com-
pany may settle any claim for loss either with the insured or the ow&er of the property 
Part IV. Any amount due is pavable (a) to the insured or (b) if the insured be a minor 
to his parent or guardian or (c) if the insured be deceased to his surviving spouse 
otherwise (d) to a person authorized by law to receive such payment or to a person 
legally entitled to recover the damages which the payment represents provided the 
company may at its option pav any amount due in accordance with division (d) hereof 
1 2 No Benefit to Bailee—Part I I I . The insurance afforded by this Policy shall not 
inure directly or indirectly to the benefit of any carrier or other bailee for hire liable 
for loss to the automobile 
1 3 . SubroHtion—Parts I and I I I . In the event of any payment under this policy the 
company snail be subrogated to all the insured s rights of recovery therefor against 
any person or organization and the insured shall execute and deliver instruments and 
papers and do whatever else is necessary to secure such rights The insured shall do 
nothing after loss to prejudice such rights 
1 4 Changes. Notice to any agent or knowledge possessed by any agent or by any 
other person shall not effect a waiver or a change in any part of this policy or estop 
the company from asserting any right under the terms of this policy nor shall the 
terms of this policy be waived or changed except by endorsement issued to form a 
part of this policy signed by a duly authorized representative of the company 
1 5 . Assignment. Assignment of interest under this poiicy shall not bind the company 
until its consent is endorsed hereon if however the insured named in Item 1 of the 
declarations or his spouse if a resident of the same household shall die this policy 
shall cover (1) the survivor as named insured (2) his legal representative as named 
insured but only while acting within the scope of his duties as such (3) any person 
having proper temporary custody of an owned automobile as an insured until the 
appointment and qualification of such legal representative and (4) under division 1 
of Part II any person who was a relative at the time of such death 
1 6 . Cancelation This policy may be canceled by the insured named in Item 1 of the 
declarations by surrender thereof to the company or any of its authorized agents or 
by mailing to the company written notice stating when thereafter the cancelation shall 
be effective This policy may be canceled by the company by mailing to the insured 
named in Item 1 of the declarations at the address shown in this policy written notice 
stating when not less than ten days thereafter such cancelation shall be effective The 
mailing of notice as aforesaid shall be sufficient proof of notice The time of the sur 
render or the effective date and hour of cancelation stated in the notice shall become 
the end of the policy period Delivery of such written notice either by such insured 
or by the company shail be equivalent to mailing 
If such insured cancels earned premium shall be computed in accordance with the 
customary short rate table and procedure If the company cancels, earned premium 
shall be computed pro rata Premium adjustment may be made either at the time can-
celation is effected or as soon as practicable after cancelation becomes effective, but 
payment or tender of unearned premium is not a condition of cancelation 
1 7 - Declarations. By acceptance of this policy, the insured named in item 1 of the 
declarations agrees that the statements in the declarations are his agreements and 
representations, that this policy is issued in reliance upon the truth of such repre-
sentations and that this policy embodies ail agreements existing between himself and 
the company or any of its agents relating to this insurance 
Witness Whereof, the company has caused this policy to be signed by its president and secretary but this policy shall not be valid unless completed by the attachment 
•reto of a declarations page designated as Part Two and countersigned on the aforesaid declarations page by a duly authorized representative of the company 
The insured is herebv notified that by virtue of this policy he is a member of 'he Bear Rwer Mutual Insurance Company and *hat *he annual meeting or the company is held 
the home office in Salt Lake City Utah on the first Saturday in March of each year at 11 00 a m for the purpose of transacting the general business of the company and for 
e election of directors As a policyholder you are entitled to vote in person at the meeting or by proxy This notice shall be deemed full notice of the annual meeting 
Secretary S7 D — ^ 
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(b) If any insurance carrier not authorized to transact business in this 
state, which has qualified to furnish proof of financial responsibility, 
defaults in any said undertakings or agreements, the commission shall not 
thereafter accept as proof any certificate of said carrier whether there-
tofore filed or thereafter tendered as proof, so long as such default contin-
ues. 
History: L. 1951, ch. 71, §20; C. 1943, 
Supp., 57-13-60. 
41-12-21. Motor vehicle liability policy — Definition — Provisions 
— Coverage, (a) A "motor vehicle liability policy" as said term is used 
in this act shall mean an owner's or an operator's policy of liability insur-
ance, certified as provided in section 41-12-19 or section 41-12-20 as proof 
of financial responsibility, and issued, except as otherwise provided in 
section 41-12-20, by an insurance carrier duly authorized to transact busi-
ness in this state, to or for the benefit of the person named therein as 
insured. 
(b) Such owner's policy of liability insurance: 
(1) shall designate by explicit description or by appropriate reference 
all motor vehicles with respect to which coverage is thereby to be granted; 
and 
(2) shall insure the person named therein and any other person, as 
insured, using any such motor vehicle or motor vehicles with the express 
or implied permission of such named insured, against loss from the liabil-
ity imposed by law for damages arising out of the ownership, maintenance 
or use of such motor vehicle or motor vehicles within the United States 
of America or the Dominion of Canada, subject to limits exclusive of inter-
est and costs, with respect to each such motor vehicle, in the amount speci-
fied in section 41-12-1 (k) of this act. 
(c) Such operator's policy of liability insurance shall insure the person 
named as insured therein against loss from the liability imposed upon him 
by law for damages arising out of the use by him of any motor vehicle 
not owned by him, within the same territorial limits and subject to the 
same limits of liability as are set forth above with respect to an owner's 
policy of liability insurance. 
(d) Such motor vehicle liability policy shall state the name and address 
of the named insured, the coverage afforded by the policy, the premium 
charged therefor, the policy period and the limits of liability, and shall 
contain an agreement or be endorsed that insurance is provided thereunder 
in accordance with the coverage defined in this act as respects bodily injury 
and death or property damage, or both, and is subject to all the provisions 
of this act. 
(e) Such motor vehicle liability policy need not insure any liability 
under any workmen's compensation law as provided in Title 35, Utah Code 
Annotated 1953 as amended, nor any liability on account of bodily injury 
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to or death of an employee of the insured while engaged in the employ-
ment, other than domestic, of the insured, or while engaged in the opera-
tion, maintenance or repair of any such motor vehicle nor any liability for 
damage to property owned by, rented to, in charge of or transported by 
the insured. 
(f) Every motor vehicle liability policy shall be subject to the following 
provisions which need not be contained therein: 
(1) the liability of the insurance carrier with respect to the insurance 
required by this act shall become absolute whenever injury or damage cov-
ered by said motor vehicle liability policy occurs; said policy may not be 
canceled or annulled as to such liability by any agreement between the 
insurance carrier and insured after the occurrence of the injury or damage; 
no statement made by the insured or on his behalf and no violation of said 
policy shall defeat or void said policy; 
(2) the satisfaction by the insured of a judgment for such injury or 
damage shall not be a condition precedent to the right or duty of the insur-
ance carrier to make payment on account of such injury or damages; 
(3) the insurance carrier shall have the right to settle any claim cov-
ered by the policy, and if such settlement is made in good faith, the amount 
thereof shall be deductible from the limits of liability specified in subdivi-
sion (2) of subsection (b) of this section; 
(4) the policy, the written application therefor, if any, and any rider 
or endorsement which does not conflict with the provisions of the act shall 
constitute the entire contract between the parties. 
(g) Any policy which grants the coverage required for a motor vehicle 
liability policy may also grant any lawful coverage in excess of or in addi-
tion to the coverage specified for a motor vehicle liability policy and such 
excess or additional coverage shall not be subject to the provisions of this 
act. With respect to a policy which grants such excess or additional cover-
age the term "motor vehicle liability policy" shall apply only to that part 
of the coverage which is required by this section. 
(h) Any motor vehicle liability policy may provide that the insured 
shall reimburse the insurance carrier for any payment the insurance car-
rier would not have been obligated to make under the terms of the policy 
except for the provisions of this act. 
(i) Any motor vehicle liability policy may provide for the prorating of 
the insurance thereunder with other valid and collectible insurance. 
(j) The requirements of a motor vehicle liability policy may be fulfilled 
by the policies of one or more insurance carriers; which policies together 
meet such requirements. 
(k) Any binder issued pending the issuance of a motor vehicle liability 
policy shall be deemed to fulfill the requirements for such a policy. 
History: L. 1951, ch. 71, §21; C. 1943, Application. 
Supp., 57-13-61. This section applies only to policies 
required as proof of financial responsibility 
after the owner or operator has been in an 
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accident or has violated the motor vehicle 
laws. Utah Farm Bureau Ins. Co. v. Chugg 
(1957) 6 U 2d 399, 315 P 2d 277. 
Unless the insured was within the purview 
of this act when a particular policy was 
issued, its provisions, unless illegal, are sub-
ject to the same construction as any other 
contract. Utah Farm Bureau Ins. Co. v. 
Chugg (1957) 6 U 2d 399, 315 P 2d 277. 
This section applies only to cases where 
one is compelled to secure a policy after an 
accident in order to be able to continue to 
drive; it pertains to policies obtained under 
the Safety Responsibility Act and has no 
application to policies written before any 
accident occurs. Western Casualty & Surety-
Co. v. Transamerica Ins. Co. (1971) 26 U 2d 
50, 484 P 2d 1180. 
Policies presented as security under 
No-Fault Act. 
Insurance policies used as security under 
31-41-5 of the No-Fault Insurance Act must 
include minimum omnibus coverage includ-
ing persons operating the vehicle with the 
express or implied permission of the owner-
insurer as provided in this section. Allstate 
Ins. Co. v. U.S. Fidelity & Guaranty Co. 
(1980) 619 P 2d 329. 
Reasonable investigation. 
Insurer lost right to rescind policy by fail-
ure to make reasonable investigation of 
insurability without regard to provisions of 
subd. (f)(1). State Farm Mutual Automobile 
Ins. Co. v. Wood (1971) 25 U 2d 427, 483.P 2d 
892. 
Collateral References. 
Automobile liability insurance: permission 
or consent to employee's use of car within 
meaning of omnibus coverage clause, 5 ALR 
2d 600. 
Cancellation of compulsory automobile 
insurance, 171 ALR 550, 34 ALR 2d 1297. 
Construction and application of automatic 
insurance clause or substitution provision on 
automobile liability or indemnity policy, 34 
ALR 2d 936. 
Recovery under automobile property dam-
age policy expressly including or excluding 
collision damage, where vehicle strikes 
embankment, abutment, roadbed, or other 
part of highway, 23 ALR 2d 389. 
Scope of clause of insurance policy cover-
ing injuries sustained while alighting from 
or entering automobile, 19 ALR 2d 513. 
Validity of Motor Vehicle Financial 
Responsibility Act, 35 ALR 2d 1011. 
41-12-21.1. Motor vehicle liability policy — Uninsured motorist 
coverage required. Commencing on July 1, 1967, no automobile liability 
insurance policy insuring against loss resulting from liability imposed by 
law for bodily injury or death or property damage suffered by any person 
arising out of the ownership, maintenance or use of a motor vehicle, shall 
be delivered, issued for delivery, or renewed in this state, with respect to 
any motor vehicle registered or principally garaged in this state, unless 
coverage is provided in such policy or a supplement to it, in limits for bod-
ily injury or death set forth in section 41-12-5, under provisions filed with 
and approved by the state insurance commission for the protection of per-
sons insured thereunder who are legally entitled to recover damages from 
owners or operators of uninsured motor vehicles and hit-and-run motor 
vehicles because of bodily injury, sickness or disease, including death, 
resulting therefrom. The named insured shall have the right to reject such 
coverage, and unless the named insured requests such coverage in writing, 
such coverage need not be provided in a renewal policy or a supplement 
to it where the named insured had rejected the coverage in connection with 
a policy previously issued to him by the same insurer. 
History: L. 1967, ch. 59, § 1. 
Title of Act. 
An act providing that no policy of automo-
bile liability insurance may be issued or 
renewed which does not provide uninsured 
motorist coverage. — Laws 1967, ch. 59. 
Amount of coverage. 
It is the intent of the legislature in adopt-
ing this section that an insured, who avails 
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